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make -�ffor� get it, then you arc ready to take certain _ . .  C, stcp�cse a�Suggcstcd only, but they are the principles 
"';v th�ade ��ecovcry possible. �� ¥� We �itted that we were powcrles� over our addic• j 

� � tiwihat our lives had become unmanageable. �, 

�• 2.& came to believe that a power greater than ourselves 1 
�. �' ''":ebuld restore us to sanity. ; 
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We made a decision to turn our will and our lives over 
to the care of God as we understood Him. 

4. We made a searching and fearless moral inventory of 
ourselves. 

5. We admitted to God, to ourselves, and to another 
human being the exact nature of our wrongs. 

6. We were entirely ready to have God remove all these 
defects of character. 

7. We humbly asked Him to remove our shortcomings. 

8. We made a list of all persons we had harmed, and 
became willing to make amends to them all. 

9. We made direct amends to such people wherever 
possible, except when to do so would injure them or 
others. 

! 10. We continued to take personal inventory, and when we 

j were wrong promptly admitted it. 

i 11. We sought through prayer and meditation to improve 
our conscious contact with God, as we understood 
Him, praying only for knowledge of His will for us, and 
the power to carry that out. 

12 _Having had a spiritual awakening as a result of those 
steps, we tried to carry this message to addicts and to 
practice these principles in all our affairs. 

This sounds like a big order, and we can't do it all at 
once, we didn't become addicted in one day, so remember 
- EASY DOES IT. 

----
There is one thing more than anything else that will 

defeat us in our recovery, this is an attitude of indifference 
or intolerance toward spiritual principles. Although there 
;ire no musts in N.A., there arc three things that seem indis
pensable. These are, Honesty, Openmindedness, and Will
ingness to try. With these we arc well on our way. 

We feel that our ilf1[1roach to the problem of addiction is 
completely realistic, for the therapeutic value of one .idcJit:t (.I) 
helping another is without parallel. We feel that our w.iy is (.I) 
practical, for one addict can best understand and help l.J.J 
another addict. We believe Lhat the sooner we fauur g. 
problems within our society, in everyday living, jusl.Jll;it 

O much faster do wc become acceptable, rcsponsiblcJnd 0::: 
productive members of that society. a.. 

Tl-:c only way to keep from getting or continuing aS8bit 
is not Lo take th.it first fix, pill or drink. If you arc li�us Z 
you know that one is too many and a thousand no.ver 
enough. We put gre:it emphasis on this for we kno,�at 
when we use drug:; in any form, or substitute o1i:ifor_ ::::S:::: 
another, we release .:>ur addiction all over again or cre,lte ;i, O::: 
new one. ! 0 

The substitution of alcohol has caused a grc.it many; :S: 
addicts to form a new ;iddiction pattern, which in its pro-i 
gression brings as many problems as before. We seem to l 
forget that alcohc,I is one of the oldest known drugs. It\ 
'"?�Id appear that wc ;ire people with addictive person• I 
al1L1cs who arc strongly susceptible to alcoholic addiction. j 
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STEP 1: We admitted we were powerless over our �ddi�ion,,p-·' 2 , 0 � � that our lives had become unmanageable. /" 1- ·,: ', 
Our desire to stop using was instigated by tff"b se�d �two 

mental brr:31<downs, one involving drugs and one invofving ';6co� •. 
We were tired of being rescued from the insanity that<')

� c&f)ed ()' 

life, tired of our inability to live the lives \� tr� 

wanted, tired of tryin8 so desperately to fill that void· '2;th1�0 '✓ v· 
ourselves. This desperation drove us to N.A., drove us to 1'.!'� 

foing to meetings, drove us to work our steps even though we ·i 
didn't understand them. 

When we first caine into the program of Narcotics Anonymous, 
some of us felt resentful at the suggestions some of the members 
made to us. We expressed �ur resentments by arguing with or by 
cold-shouldering the person who had tried to help_us. Now our 
program-selves simply acknowledge the fact that our drug-addict 
selves are having a temper tantrum over some idea we don't want 
to accept and we go right on with the conversation. \-ve even ask 
the other person to tell-us more because now we know we need to 

hear it! If we are serious about our recovery, we may want to 

fearlessly and thoroughly search our motives when we find ourselves 
in a position to hurt or help another. This honesty may cost us 
a few fantasies but it can help us a lot in reality. Many of 

us have come to believe that the forces of life know much more 
what our real needs are and will take care of us·if undisturbed 
by self-will. This involves trust and faith in life itself. 
Instead of wanting our way, we are sick of it, we want another 

way. 
An attitude of humility is one of the prime ingredients 

in the steps--in order to make the program work you have to be 
willing to do things that you might not like to do. Eventually 
the fun and games variety of addiction is exhausted and we are 
left with our misery and our despair. Most of us do not expect 
to ever regain any sort of normal life. As a living being-we 
have beat ourselves into a corner by the actions we took in the 
grip our addiction. Clean we must leave our corner. 
The iteps give us the strength we need to do this. First, we 

___ .. __ gtve up the fight; that we are not addicted and can't do ___ _,,_-

drugs nor�;i:Y:v withow.A�mwse1-:1tess. Then we learn to relate 

to a power greater than ourselves. 
WORK IN PROGRESS 
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� � · ·we have frequently gotten to a point wh�
/
' we%stf�' t 

go on any longer because of intense pain: physica1,f-mentalL'emo-
,,<-. ,0t.. -�o . tional and spiritual. We can only stand it so lo�anaythew�, 

must ._: go or grow. We must be ready to go to an� le�1s ("
(> 

to achieve sobriety. Some goals are reached only af't�
;-.

we � 

go of some crucial reservation. Sometimes, we try to sni�, 
o� 

past-our heads and decide it would be nice to change before'the� 
/ 

pain gets severe--all that does is make us willing to conside�, 
'/' 

change. Nobody expects one of us to stumble into this program 

brimming with love, honesty or open-minded willingness. All 

that is required is that we try. If we give it our best go, it 

will work for us as it has worked for others. It's our old 

familiar ways and heads that make life unbearable--not the 

universe. It's only when we can't stand our old ways any longer 

that we begin to change. Only under attack by severe and unyield

ing pain do the walls begin to crack. 

Honesty r�aysa large part in how it works; for only when we 

are honest about our feelings, likes and dislikes, wants and needs, 

can other people know how they can help. Willingness is espec

ially important in the areas of practicing tolerance, patience, 

humility, and honesty. We can let go of our false pride and look 

at our lives on a gut level--past all lies, dreams, and fantasies. 

After struggling through the daily burden of the monkey on 

our ·backs, we despair. When we are beaten, we are ready. Some

times the pain of working the 12 steps is not as great as the 

pain-of not working them, so we work the 12 steps. The hole in 

our guts is filled with a new understanding of our places in the 

world and with love for others. As we come clean and work our 

steps we will release ourselves from our chains and become free 

people. None of these steps worl< by magj_c. You don't say the 

words of the steps like a stage magician pulling rabbits our of 

a hat. They work when they are lived� 

Some of us find it a battle to go clean. This program is 

simple. No one ever said it was easy. Recovery is a contact 

process. ·~ We read this book and 

attend N.A. meetings. :1:le �ee. for ourselves if the program m�ght 

. _ ____ have-something to-offerf'i«A. WSC·� where we are at that counts 

but where we are 
VvORk 

go
M

g
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We are trying to achieve adequacy, not perfecxtonf-,deq�y 

can be achieved, but perfection cannot. We can r9�h � an�() 

awaken the, force for li_fe within ourselves--it can do <91ytl-Ag, <'""' 
t ! /, .. 7?0 

�· 
even give us a new life. The brealcdown of old ideas anct.P

_fa
ld Q 

ways seems to be beyondour conscious control. It sort of,1)
�emf� 

things are going to change when they' re going to change--if V� •J\ 
can accept what's going on and relax and enjoy as much of the 0

1,, 
r de as possible then the whole thing becomes okay, sort of. 
Even when it'sso bad that we can't stand it. The only control 
of the situation we seem to have is a choice of forward or self-
destruct. What areas we change 
in, how fast we change and in what order all seem to be prede

termined by ourvery nature. It's true, we have to-just desire 
something and then to follow the necessay path. 

Yeah, we remember the powerlessness that we felt while 
using drugs. As it says, 11 It was calling me; to a bar, to a 
party, to walk down the S"treet. You gotta get loaded.11 Before 
we went to get loaded, we had to get loaded. We never felt 

like human beings, never felt like we were able to ma..l<e a mis
take, never felt O.K. with ourselves. 'rhat last sentence tells 
us that it's O.K. ; we have a chanceto become human beings and 
start all over again. 

- There was no happiness in our lives at all •. The longer we 
stayed in it, the worse it got. We had to get to the point 
whrar..e.we realized that our will power wasn't going to pull us 
through anymore. We used our will power a lot. We had a strong 
will power. A lot of times, we knew when we had gotten really 

bad with drugs and say, 110. K. , I have to get my act together now11 , 

Just by sheer will power alone we'd do it and get clean awhile. 
It had to be to the point where that wasn't working anymore--we 
just couldn't do it. Until then, it had just been our own strength 
that got us through; but at that point, we knew our own strength 
just wasn't enough. Everything we I ve ever tried has failed anyvrny-
so wh�t have we got to lose? Counselors, psychiatrists, hospitals, 

lovers, new towns, new jobs--we've tried everything to control our 
------Using or to stop :::sing. ff?J\1� Ws�-lcfforts got us anywhere in 

WORK IN PROGRESS 

NOT FOR D1STRl8UTION 
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the long �. For a day, a week or a month perhap),.; 1:fu� soo�f 
or later we take that first pill, fix, drink, or �ke '1nd w�qe 
gone again--worse than ever. When we give up--qui t s:r.-.,,_ugA"'ng-� 

l..· 
. 

er. g�o surrender, completely and unconditionally--then and on\��ther(;>�an 

we be helped to recover from the disease of drug addictifl2"'
6> 

�<S 
I V ._p _ We had to take step one. We had to affirm that we are ,")-

powerless and we had to go to meetings to hear people talking 1· 
about it. Are we sure we want to stop using drugs? Do we under

stand and believe that we have no real, long term control over drugs? 
Do we fully accept the fact that every attempt on our part to 

taper off or stop using or to control our using has failed? Do 

we know in our hearts that drugs havethe power to change ·us into 
something we don't want to be: liars, thieves, and schemers? 
Do we know in our guts that we fail to do the good things we start 
out to do and wind up doing the bad things we don't want to do 
because of the way we use drugs? Do we admit to ourselves that 
every time we have been i ·n trouble; everytime we hurt someone 
intentionally, we were either loaded or trying to get loaded? 

If we can let go of our false pride and look at our lives 
on a gut level--past all the lies, dreams, and fantasies--and 

admit that it's all true and really feel i t--we have a chance. 
If we can cut through all the nonsense we've been telling our

selves to make ourselves feel good--and admit to ourselves that 
we are powerless over drugs and that we have made a mess of our 

liv.es--we have a chance. Strange as it may ·seem, the � help �n\y 
comes� when we are able to admit complete defeat--utter 
failure. For us, it has to be a whole new ballgame. We start 

to realize that through being completely defeated, that we do 
have a chance. That it all of a sudden becomes kind of different; 
we aren't going to end up going to jail, end up back in the nut 

house permanently, end up dying. 
When we knew we were addicts and refused to admit j_ t, it 

didn't matter who or how many other people ·were aware of our 

disease; bee ause be:fore any progress could be made toward our 

- -------
recovery we had to-admit N?A�a�trtce fact that we are power-

- ---1-ess over drugs. -----·--···· -· · · 

WORK IN PROGRESS 
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Step one means that we don't have to make e£usef�or ·-11' 
pf- • � the way we are and that is a great freedom. Surre�r m�s �' .. 

not having to fight anymore. It takes a while to re2fize ..() C,�\\ 
how unmanageable our lives had become for some of us, P� ;.pO c> 
others this is about the only thing that we can be sure� �� 
In _a_ way we are gamblers and we lil<e the odds against us. �s �

j) 
·\ 

is the way we recover when we hit the bottom, it's like the �O 
slide has stopped. With the admission of complete defeat, you1v'Z! 
stopped it right there. 

To admit our powerlessness it got so bad--to a point where 

we couldn't take anymore pain or self-punishment. What we were 
promised, to us, was better than anything in the world; the pain 

might not get any better, it might stay that way, but it's not 
gonna get any worse than it' s been over the last few years. We 
were just so torn up inside and just couldn't take anymore pain. 
That's the foundation we started with. The only way �o go was up. 

�bout: for myself, it was hope, that's the hope they were talking about. 

We admitted to someone, finally, because we kept it all in and stuff. We 

admitted in fits of insanity, that we couldn't do it ourselves and that's 

the hope. The obsession's still there, but there's a hope that it's going 

to e�d, and that it's O.K. 

We were going out of control while we were &igh. We were unpredictable 

and dangerous. Drugs destroyed our peace of mind and filled us with self
hafred�_ anger, remorse, self-pity and guilt ••• the very same things we were 

looking to escape. We were completely powerless over any drug, whether it 
be alcohol or any other drug that will alter our mood or way of thinking or 

outlook on life. We. had to accept conditions that we were powerless over 

and change what we could. We could not change any one or anything but our

selves in the final analysis. We found we had to make a surrender to life 

on life's terms or surely be snuffed by the drugs, by our addiction, or by 

society. 

It all begins with that first admission. From that point forward each 

addict is reminded that a day clean is a dry won and any failure is only a 

temporary setback rather than a link in an unbreakable chain. When we give 

up--quit struggling�-surrendf\j, eomfl�etely and unconditionally--then and only 

then can we be helped to recove1·rrKl8t�el£sease of drug addiction. 

WORK IN PROGRESS 
NOT . F O R D f S TR 18 ' ! TI rl \/ 
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Where is help? How did we get it? What was it?� we�t t� 
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1) � � a meeting ofttarcotics Anonymous and took a look around. Je ·a�( ()
� 

the kind of drug user who lives in the streets trying to f�) s��- c> 

thing to bang into our arms from day to day. We are inclinef�o � 
� � 

We needed proof. In that N-0,. ,J> skeptical and not overly trusting. 
0 

meeting was our proof. There we found people like ourselves witht-

the same or worse patterns of·:·drug dependency and failure and they 

are clean. Here is proof. We smile. Our eyes are clear. We care 

for each other. We will probably introduce ourselves to a hewcomerv 

and try to make them feel welcome. As our meeting progresses we 

hear a little bit about ourselves from our own lips. We understand 

and believe that we have no real control over drugs. We recognize 

that we don't use drugs--they used us. We accept the fact that 

every attempt we made to control our using has failed. We know in 

our hearts that drugs have the power to change us into something we 

don't want to be. We value ourselves in our own eyes. We of all 

peopl� have surely had enough of self-destruction. We want first 

to learn, then to do the things that will help us transform into 

self :.•aff'.irming people. 

When we hit bottom we were searching for an answer--looking for 

a way out. Things didn't seem to be able to get any worse. We 

reached out and there was an answer. Until we took step one com

pletely we were caught up in reservations. We felt different. 

Upon working step one we affirm our surrender to the people of N.A.· 

and only then do we overcome the alienation of being a drug addict--
N - . 

from apart from. we became a'1H1rWSf ... LC 
WORK IN PROGRESS 
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We have an incurable, progressive, terminal du;e�t
/2

ail¢..rl drug 
0 ·'1, � 

addiction. G.t doesn't matter whether 

fix eight times a day, suck on a pipe 

we "just take f few· PHl�� 
6 � ,.(')' 

or drink bottles @
/"

co� 

remedy behind drug stores or have one tranquilizer with of�i� 
- 0'2,._ � martini of each day--we have certain things in common no matt� what 

0� 
kind or degree of addict we are. 

The bottom line of Narcotics Anonymous is staying cl_ean. We 

realize that we cannot use drugs and live. When we admit our power

lessness and inability to maqage ou:r _o_wn lives we open the doors to 

a power greater than our�l��s y,,,sc ·LC 

VI/ORK IN PROGRESS 
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STEP 2: We came to believe that a power grea11:5 th� ou�ellres 

could rest�e us to sanity. -;p '1,, o>() 0 .-0 � ....: � c> 
If you can accept the fact that a large number of �g 00 

depe�dent people were, like yourself, unable to control t'�.r � 
lives and that they have, through Narcotics Anonymous, foun�

.): 
� 

way to live safe and sober, you have only to believe what you 'ee 
and experience Step 2. 1" 

NA has many members. Their Power--collectively, is certainly 
greater than that of any individual member. What is impossible 
for one alone is often light work for many. So then, the many 
are a greater power than the one alone. You don't have to be 
religious to accept the idea of a power greater than yourself. 
Just take a look around with an open mind and you will see a 
positive power all around NA. Call it love, call it harmony, 
call it peace, call it cleanness and sobriety, call it good or 
call it God. It doesn't matter �what you call it. What matters 
is that you want to get well and happy

1 
and by lookin3 and listenirg 

as openly as you can, you find that NA seems to have the Power 
to get people well and happy. 

Thus thinking, I have affirmed the desire to stay clean and 
sobe� in sp�te of the dilema, no matter how large it may seem. 
Also, I have affirmed my surrender to you people of NA and only 
then do I overcome the alienation of being a drug addict. 

You may be one of us who says, "I need help with my drug 
problem and I can see that NA has that alright; but that Second 
Step says this power greater than ourselves will "restore us to 
sanity".an<\"I'm not crazy. I just can't handle drugs." Many of 
us started out with that attitude. 

The higher power we use in NA is a lot like this. We begin 

by simply admitting to the possibility of a power greater than 
ourselves. We discover that power in our lives from the very beg�n
ning of our lives in the program. Many fortunate things will occur 
mysteriously, 'but there are no accidents. 

Surely, we realize that if our car gets stuck in the mud, and. 
we can It get it out by-N>�}e\vso-t:e get help in the form of 
many hands or a large machi�e. Many of us have come to believe 
that .the forces o1V-fl�J{. kA0�1 mfi'JJiQ£gi�at our real needs are 
and will take 

Cffd'r°
f ffl rrf cf�§WYB1?J1, el"!self-will. This 
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involves trust and faith in life itself. 
,,<>. r · ' 

Is there really any madness in the universe �� ar�he�
cf

nly 
similar states of painful confusion springing from v�io� ('

0
, 

disorders of body and soul? 0
)\ 

00 
_
we had no  trouble admitting that ac�diction had bec'-8� a:.P� 

destructive power greater than ourselves. It logically f63;1-o\� 
that there can also be a constructive power greater than ou'�elves. 

1 When drugs are washed from our bodies through daily abstinenCe 
an( our minds begin to clear from the effects of the drugs, a 
miracle takes place. We come to understand that our recoveries 
are a gift from a power greater than:.ourselves. 

Sanity is 1--e having our priorities in order_. We don't use 
drugs; we go to meetings; and using the NA program, we rely on 
God to provide what we need on: a daily basis. Vie have been 
restored to sanity as far as the compulsion to use drugs is 
concerned. 

Keeping a watchful eye on our daily H.A.L.T.S. maintenence, 
we can get some food when Hungry; call someone in NA on the phone 
when Angry and Lonely; get some rest when Tired; and go to an 
NA meeting when taking ourselves too serious. 

The important thing to remember as the urge to use drugs 
occurs is the fact that just because the mind is asking for 
drug"s, it doesn't mean the body is. We are so into denial and 
overcontrolling our emotions that the occassio�\thought of 
drugs--may be the only way our mind knows to get our attention. 
The mind signals drugs when the body may be a

��
lly asking for 

vitamins, food, rest er companionship. So we fe our H.A.L. 1r.s. 
maintenance daily. The demand for d:cugs is usually short lived 
and passes quickly. Any reoccurring, long term thought about 
using drugs could indicate the need to do inventory and talk 
to another member of NA. 

There isa spt�it that J:, guiding all living things. Call 
it God, Reason, the Infinite, Muhammed, Christ or whatever y)u 
like •. If you_choose call it nothing at all but find it and 
learn to benefit from its power and you will gain a new life, 

+.ht� �v� 
free from drugs and th.e. :Qai

�
:lti'ifti

t 
o as caused m 

N . A • (SC · r. o\)f"' . We have begun to see on y re (llitly how much• Higher Power 

has to offer, �O�Kbr:1-N;y �GR�S-iving are only the 

NOT FOR D ISTR IBUT! ()t\t 
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beginning of new tlife. Life without fear is a gift,<We fe�ei�e� 
for the price of acceptence. 0

1> '1' ul
() 

We gr�dually began to find some order in the univ�e, �d � 
accepted that "somebody" was supplying us with a consciM

.): 
w�0 c> 

had never had before, and was somehow giving us the power 1Y, ;.p� 
over�ome the compulsion to use. It sure as hell wasn ' t  �- <?�W�cJl 
w:a:::nted to get high so bad it- was ridiculous, but knew that 4W6: 
could be of no use to anyone if .t--did. :1,, 

Belief is the beginning. Step Two begins to give us the 
power to overcome our compulsion . It is helpful to sbop at 
this point an6 go over our thinking in this respect. We should 
not take the chance that our understanding of a power greater 
than ourselves is sufficient at this point. Your power can 
be the group itself. It can follow a religious tradition. The 
only thing we want to 3mphasize is that you should feel comfortabJe 
with your higher power and be able to make the statement that it 
cares about you. 

So, we have this disease: Progressive, incurable, terminal. 
And the most amazing single fact about the disease is that we 
went out and bought it on the tine plan ! That is insane. Think 
about that. You, I, everyone we meet in NA, the junkie snatching 
purses on the street, the sweet ladies hitting two or three 
difterent doctors for their perfectly legal presc�iptions. All 
of us have this one thing in common--we buy the disease that 
kills us and, one way or another, we usually pay for it with 

.__, _ 
blood,- sweat and tears and we continue to pay for it a balloon 
at a time or a few pills at a time or a bottle at a time until 
tte day we die. Th�t is at least part of the insanity of drug 
addiction. The price may seem worse for the junkie girl who 
prostitutes herself for her fix than it is for the wealthy 
woman who merely lies to her doctor, b_ut ultimately, both pay 
with their lives. Ask yourself this question: Do I believe that 
it would be insane to walk up to someone and say 11Would you please 
sell me my own death--on the time plan?" Or--"May I please have 
a .heart attack or a fatal accident?"  If you can agree that this 
would be an insane thing comparable to giving yourself an 
injection of deadly·· · iioiso1N:��1W$t'�f:C' you should have no 
trouble with the Second Step. 

Tbe Sacond Step \MDRrK aJ.lN liM.OOR 13&.� second most important 

NOT FOR D ISTR IB UTl ()N  
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thing that must happen for us to achei ve any sort 6b ong�g � 
recovery • . . The 1 st Step leaves us at a place where w?' need to <Pc> 

come to believe in something that can help us with our��ck�f <'('.'.') 
power and sense of hopelessnesc. Belief becomes the mof�imf�tant 
thing for us to work on. We have in all probability some �pe� 

of belief and unless we examine it and seek to improve it, � i.P - / 
may be insufficient to give us recovery. Certainly our beliel.t>

,i. 
didn't do too much to help us with our active addiction in the 
past. If we want better results we should look for what ' s  been 
working and what has failed us. O"ur belief has usually come to us 
at an early age from members of a family that has at least one 
member who has a disease with definite traits of family illness. 
We may or may not have a workable idea of God. 

Most addicts rare strong feelings about their higher power and 
vigoroustly defend their right to their own understanding. We 
have thought it over privately and talked it over with our 
trusted friends. 

The strength to  move into action comes from our higher power 
however we understand him. Asking for help in specific t.e.rms 
usually precedes getting that help. By opening the gates of  our 
hearts we become ready to receive the help we need. 

We need t·o accep1Nt�is · stel fully to start our 
When. our belief has gro,vn ·tow�<mel�int Of comfort, 
to take the ThirdW@ERK JN PROGRESS 

, ,  .... 

N OT FO R D ISTR I B ! JT l t; l\t 

road to recove:- y. 
we are ready 
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STEP �rEREE : We made a decision to turn �d'r wi�T �d� �i 

lives over to the care of God as we understood u:tfo iJt l� 
l � � 0 o, o<;) 

All the time you 1 ve been an addict, your will, yoifjJzffe tf>f· 
itself has been controlled by d.rU8S• Your choices have al\4>.f,_J �S 
been determined by drugs. You ' ve had to be where you couJ.d g'it

0 
theme You 've had to be ni.:::e to whoever had them. You had to hav16 
the money to obtain them� Then., when you get your drugs and the 
search is over for a few hours or a few days you eat , drink, inha.JB 
or inject your drug. Then your mind, your body, your soul--your 
total being is dominated by tha� drug. :F'or a while, it ma:y be 
pleasurable, at least in the early stages of addiction but ul
timately, the affect begins to wear off and the drug begins to 
show its other side . One of the strange facts about drugs is 
that the higher they get us when they come on, the lower they brirg 
us when we I re coniin�own • . When our nerves begin jangling like 
a fire alarm , we have t,10 choices. We can liVE: through a period 
of discomfort or we can take more drugs. For an addict,  at some 
poi.nt in their career, there is no longer a choice. We get more 
drugs. Can you see that whether � steal these drugs or buy 

,�I? them y.!e'li are being controlled by them? Whether we are under the 
influence of d:cugs, trying to find drugs or leaving town because 
of something you did in your effort to stay loaded, your actions 9 

your will and your very life are being directly cottrolled by 
drugs. 

Our way did not work, S$o we are going to try another way. 
We are going to try to let God, as we understand Him care for and 
direct our lives. In the 3rd Step we snatch our life away from 
drugs and put it where it belongs .  

This step requires a basis in belj.ef and i f  it or any step 
gives you trouble, go back to the one before it. Generally, if 
we are fearless and through enough, we can find something that we 
have left out and having then completed that step we are ready 
to  go on to the next. Obviously we can ' t  turn our 1.ives and will � 
over to the care of a god we don ' t  believe in, or a god we don ' t  
trust to restore us to sanity. 

'l1his is a giant step. But Jr.lybn,e \�.:8'.Ctf2.� it. You don ' t  
have to be religious. You hPrVµ. ,.pgly .to believe what you see 

VVUKt\ f N  PROG RESS 

NOT FO R D IS T R IBUir n i\J 
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,<-- /. � with your own eyes in the transformed lives of HA me�rs �d h� 
a desire to stay clean.. .That I s all it takes--an open m:it.!)�. � <"Cl 
the word nGod 1 1  bothers you--substitute recovery or Good O!lJ�-J_iov'b 
or NA or Peacc--anything posit:lve, just so you mean it. .,�"-0 �,,._ 

None of th.}se steps work by magic . You don I t  say the wo:69R. U:J>, 
of the steps like a stage magician pulline rabbits out of a. he.to 

,i,, They work when they are lived. But they are easier to live by 
than the law of the needle or the law of the pill or the law of 
the bottle. If  you want to stay clean, if you are willing to  do 
the few simple things, if you will be honest with yourself in 
this endeavour ; it is gu.�1tee9. that you will recover. 

Nobody expects one of us to stumble into this _program 
brimming with love, honesty or open-minded willingness. All that 
is required is that we try. If  we give it our best go, it will 
work for us as it has worked fo� others. The 3rd step does not 
sa.y 11\'/e turned our will and, our li veo over to the the care of God1 1 ,  

it says 11We made a decision to turn our will and our lives over 
to the care of God as we understood Him. 11 We made a decision. 
Drugs did ;f,.J make that decision. Our family, our probation 
officer did not make that decision. We did. This is the first 
action we take in this program. For the first ti.m0 'we ma� a 
decision for ourselves. If you u..riderstand God to be simply 
whatever keeps the rest of us clean and sober that's fine� Ask 
that power to take care of you as it cares for us--even if it 
mak'es - you feel stupid. Go off by yourself anci sq:y silently, 
"God, I ' ve made a mess of my life. I can ' t  sdve my problems so 
I ' m  asking you if you'll take care of me and show me how to live 
a happy life. 11 

If' you honestly try it, it will work. Many of us start our 
day with that or a similar plea: 11Thy will be done. 11 The 
tension of  letting go and letting God help us develop what works 
hex·e and now. We can ad.just this tension in our personality daily 
by using the NA program . 

In this 3rd step, we simply recognize that there is a force 
for good in the world and we cooperate with that forc e .  We let 
good things happen to us. Every action we 1 ve ever taken in regarru 
to drugs was taken in an effort to get comfort�ak W®@ -t:'C.didn ' t  
work. Our wczy did our work. So w0 are g9;i.1J.&.. t.,o t:i;y another way,. 

WUKI\ IN  PROGRESS 
NOT r.-nr.1 r" ,0.,,_ ,.., , n , , ..-. .  - • .  



W e  are going to try to let G o d ,  as we l!l\t@ftit¢ar!<NHitri'Rlii&Rto):5 and 

direct our lives. 

If we have come this far in the NA program, we have already 

noticed some change in - our lives. Of course , the change is 

probably not as fast nor as dramatic as we could wish. We turned 

to drugs in the first place because we were people who wanted 

instant happiness or instant comfort and the drugs seemed for a 

time, to provide it. We may be impatient for change . Impa�ience 

may be one of our life problems. Many· of us expect that as soon 

as we stop taking drugs, all of our other troubles are going to 

disappear. If you have been around long enough to get through 
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the first three steps, you have probably discovered this isn ' t  so . 

'l'here are still bills to be paid, people to get along with or without, 

f�ats and . ills to be dealt with. In fact, now that we are facing 

life without a periodic anesthetic, these life problems may seem 

at first to be more difficult and painful than ever . They can 

appear · to be impossible a.nd overwhelming. 'l'hat ' s why we have Step 

Four • . .. .... 

We suddenly have the right t o  discontinue our old ways and 

try new way s. We surrender our lives and our wills to the care 

of a power greater than our_:selves and become a par·t of that 

higher power. trile must stop fighting loosing battles if we a.re to 

win the battles that we must fight . 

This third step is  so important t o  us. A s  we use this step , 

the insanity of daily living evaporates. 

The reliance in G od is possible because we no longer have a 

drug s�parating our consciousness from higher ppwer consciousness. 
N.A . \J\/SC .. LC 

Drugs act as a roadblock to God and consciousness, causing 

the he-peless and helpless feeling of inad�£1.�f mJ�t aij�QGJi ESS 1 

experienc e .  NOT  FO R D l��- ,-, I R ! JT I O N ' 1  
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Inadequacy leaves when we stop using beca�se ).'-e no .q,9ng�
O O,,_> y_ have a drug sp. .. utting us off from the sunlight of the hjifhe1�owe'!(? 

/" 0 Q,,,.-" With the reliance in a higher power, we become a part-. of 'i.:i� 
" 1, �J' whole design for living free . The feelings of hopelessness and ,S 

helplessness begin to disappear. 

Now we have natural highs, and the occassional lows are not 

as heavy as before our conscious contact with God. In NA these 

highs and lows of living clean eventually even up and balance them-

selves into a casual, easy does it , live and let live , and daily 
N .A . Vt!SC -lC 

enj oyment of life . And for this clean living , we may·1 .  be eternally 

grateful to our higher power� \;\/ORK I N  PROGRESS 

NOT FOF� D ISTR I B UTI  ON 



I'" of ourselves:-.. � 
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NOT fOR D ISTR IB UTI ON  

Stap Four i s  here to help us  see exactly where our problems 

are and to measure our strengths and weaknesses . 

Let ' s face i t .  When we were using we weren ' t  very honest 

with ourselves . If we were , we wouldn ' t  have been able to live 

wi�h our addiction. We are finally beginning to become hone�t 

when we admit drugs have us shipped and that we need help---but it 

took us a long time to get down to where we could admit we were 

whipped and we 're probably not going to become well physically, 

. spiri tually ,  mentally or emotionally overnight . Step Four is  going 

to help us toward recovery more than we can imagine. A sk anyone 

who has some time on th e program and who has the kind of life you 

wnat for yourself . Almost without exception, they will tell you 

that the Fourth Step was a turning point in their lives. Most of 

us were· surprised t o  find that we had some good points in our 

moral inventory! . . -

Some people make the mistake of approaching the Fourth Step 

as if it were a confession o.f how horrible they are--what a bad 

person they have been. This is  not the purpose of the Fourth Step. 

We are trying to free ourselves of living in old , useless patterns. 

� e  take the Fourth Step to gain the necessary strength and insight 

to enable us to grow in this new way 1f .A�fvvsc'\fcnge of emotional 

sorrow over real and imagined wron@Jr -will not help us .  In fact, 
wuR K !N  PROG RESS 

it  could be quite harmful . 
NOT FOR r 1° 1r 1r:, • 1 -,,. tn'\I  Our purpose i s  to  be rid o f  guilt--not v O  wall:O',V · iw 1. t l  To 

be done with the past, not to cling to i t .  We want to look it 

in the -face and see it for what it was-- and then release it s o  

that we can live in t oday . rl.'he past, for most of us,  has been a 



ghost in the closet . We have been afraid 
.... fear of what tthat ghost may do to us . 
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towerIBthrrtl c��flGR°c!SS 

NOT  FOR D ISTR 18 UTI ON 
The way to write an inventory is to  write i tl  'I'hinking about 

inventory, talking about it ( one-on-one or at meetings) , theorii'ing 

about i t ,  will not get it written . Sit down with a notebook , 

pray , pick up your pen and start writing! 

You don 1 t have to do this alone. Your will and your life 

are now in the hands of th�Source of all strength--tap into the 

Source I Writing a thor·ough and honest inventory looks impossible 

to most of us. Thi s may be because it  is--if we ' re _operating on 

our ovm "power".  'l1ake a few quiet moments each time before you 

write and pray for "the power t o  carry it out , " 

Don 1 t write your inventory with a particular person in mind 

to read it  to . If you do ·that you may wind up "slanting" what you 

write in order to please them. Besides, life i s  unmangeable, and 

you can t t ltnow for sure to whom you 1 ll read i t  anyway. Only time 

will te1.l, and the Fifth, Step will take care of itself. You ' re 

not there yet and you don ' t  have to worry about it. Stay here in 

the Now--· you ' re on Step Four, and that's all. 

A Fourth Step takes the confusion out of our minds and puts 

it on paper where we can look at it. You may approach it in 

any number of ways. It i s  advisable that before you do , you go over 

the first three steps with your sponsor. Be comfortable with 

your understanding of these steps. Allow yourself the privilege 

0.lf feeling good a.bout what you are doing . Don ' t  allow youself to 

be driven as you were driven for s o  long by drugs. Remember :that 

one o.f our mot ·.oes i s  "Easy Does It". 1/Je have been crN�A�n�v�1elf:t 
for a long time and it's gotten us nowhere . Now w;e� go;i..ng to \/1/Vi'"\K ll'IJ PROGHESS 
take it -easy and not let things frighten us. 

N O T  FOR  D ISTR lB!JTf ON  So , g o  over the first three steps and then, with pen and · · 
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paper, begin your inventory . 

yourself , aw�y from the daily 

WORK IN PROG RESS 
If you ppssibl� c�n, get off �y 

r O r O f� [i J-(: -r R 1 8 1 1 .,.. , r1 !\f pressures to  do this. �t ·me· Jdt'd' 

moral bothers you, call it your positive/negative inventory, or 

your good/bad inventory. .All you ' re trying t o  do is to find out 

which things about yourself you want to change. If you were a 

grocer, you would not hesitate to separate the rotten fruit from 

the good fruit in your store and throw the rotten fruit away . 'l'he 

NA program has this Fourth Step to help you see which is which . 

It is important to remember where we came from if we don ' t  

want to return. We had to go through what we went through, to 

get where we are .  

A basic rule of thumb is that you can write too little, but 

you can never write too much . The inventory will fit the individua-L 

Just write and write . un�il your brain i s  empty . Those things 

tha·t, you think about while no't sleeping are usually inventory material. 

A s  we realize how little of value we have to lose and how much we 

have t; gain, we will plunge into this step without reservation. 

Ide remove · these thorns in our sides by listing them on paper. 

°lhe drug addict sits dovvn with paper and pen and P1ff s for God to 

help him in this and to reveal the defects 'Lhat are causing pain 

and suffering . We pray for the courage to be fearless and thorough sD 

that this inventory may help us to get our lives in order. When 

we pray and take action it almost invariably goes well for us .  

Write down your fears, your resentments ,  anci,ypur:~,guil-t£-.-
I\J , f\ '  wsc ale 

We may examine in depth our relationships to people , places and 
· _ WORK  IN  PRrlG f.?e'.$€-l 

things ;  and ask ourselves what we have demanded of these re1'.a:-t'ion�ips. 

Often the 8.nswers wi.11 show that we are pragi�g f�Q�afoJi;,aj="el'.d.J:lnah�"s\!' 
on reality . Often we find we are demanding people not be who they 

are, say· what they just sa.id) or do what they are doing. 



N.A . wsc .. i.c 

WORK IN PROGF?ESS 
fitost of us have found that we werf\Jcff th_er so  terrible nor 

t-OR D ISTR IB I rrt r1N  s o  wonderful . as w e  supposed. Ultimately we are just human,��iffl 1 
l , 

pretty much the same fears and longings and troubles and so  on 

as everyone else. One of the greatest benefits of the NA program 

is discovering that we need never be alone ag�in. Others have felt 

as we have felt . Others have failed where we  have failed and they 

are here now in the strengt;fu of the fellowship, ready and eager 

to help us. 

This Fourth Step can be a wonderful adventure, reviewing our 

past performance and our present behavior to see what we want to 

keep and what we want to be rid o f .  It  seems that this step has 

the reputa tio,n of being a bugaboo .  In reali t;y it's quite simple. 

It is not expected that we are going to do it perfectly right 

away. If we  were perfect, we would not be human . The important 

thing is that we do our best. We use the tools available�o us. 
- · j 

Get into the action--Get started.. and let it  1\lcA,. WSC-L(i" 

WOR I< IN  PROGRESS 
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STEP FIVE : Admitted to God, ourselves, anWQE H&no!tn:ler fh�RESS bei.ng the exact nature o.f our wrongs. 
NOT FOF< D fS TR 18 UT!  01\J  r, 

After taking the fourth step, by taking our personal in
ventory, we - have to deal with what we have found. We have to 
decig.e first what our defects areand then what to do with them. 
If we choose to keep these defects insi0e of us, it could lead 
us to using again. People might tell us we look or sound good, 
however, we may not feel it. We might look good from the out3ide, 
as far as your appearance and sound real confident when talking, 
but if you don ' t  feel good deep down inside your heartj you 
won ' t  grow. So the Fifth Step allows us to release some of this 
frustration, hurt and anger. 

For years, we ' ve avoided seeing ourselves as we are. We were 
ashamed of ourselves and the rest of the world. Now, we 've got 
this shameful past trapped on paper and we can sTTeep it out of 
our lives by admittj_ng it·. We don ' t  want to make the mistake of 
writing it all down and then shoving it in a drawer somewhere. 

Our Higher Power will be with us when we do this and our ad
missions will help free us from the old ways of fear. BefO.i.."18 we 
take this step, we live in fear that if vie reveal ourselves as 
we really are, then we ' ll be rejected and lose the friendships 
that. have filled our lives. Humans have much more in common with 
each other than they suppose and we can consciously experience 
th:i_� - oneness if we can come out og hiding af\PJ;\t.t:iwsetlc 

In taking this step we have to learn to accept ourselves. 
By learning to accept ourselves we bec�MQ��re I � paltRG(rHtE:£S 
program. NOT FOR n ISTR I RUTI nN  Often fear or pride will holj us back, but onry in 'tak'tng �his 
step are we free to grow. In trying to deal vdth these defects 
alone, we may find that it is tcx:imuch to handle. We will find by 
admit ting to ar1other person that things are not as bad as we 
sometimes think they are. Sometimes we feel that no one else 
could ever relate or even begin to understand come of the hor
rible things w0 have done, yet, we will find that \'le are not 
alone� Another person may help us understand that we can change 
if we really wru,t to. Talking to a recovering addict will give 
us the courage we need to becone s. stronger person o Obtaining 
cleanliness is hard work but if we stick it out it will get better. 
It ' s  easier to stay clean than it is to get clean. 



1 .  
We must�of course be careful 

to whom we tell the truth about our 
our Fifth Step w:i.th a totcll strangor--a 

N .A .  WSC -Le 
t\AA@Rf4is1 Mte�ROG R ESS 

s. m_�Y of us have ���en 
pries9Tor �9Jls�:JSo!rH 1 8  UTI  ON 

counselor, Some of us have gone to another town and some take it 
with our sponsor or someone else \'le select near at hand. The im
portant thing here is that we choose someone 2is �ith whom we 
can be honest and open; that we hold nothing back. To be cer
tain, as ti:;1e goes by, we will remember things that we did not 
include in our m�:tgi'.N:rl Fourth ax Step. The point is that we 
disclose all that we do remember , all that we have_ written. As 
we do this, most of us feel our burden lightt. It is crucial 
that we take this step with an understanding person. Whomever , 
we select, we malrn certain they know what we ' re doing and why we ' re 
doing it. We will be amazed at how willing most people are to 
help. It � one of the g.reat benefits of this program that we 
are able, once again, to let peorJle into our lives as we use the 
tools of the program to "break down the walls of our own lonelinem • 11 

Once you have taken this Step, you are practically certain 
to feel lightened and refreshed. It is such a relief to be rid 
of the burden of all those 11secrets+.t. Vie share the load and it 
becoiner; imneasurably lightero 

Only by taking this step can ·1!e set ourselves in the path 
of ·tru� sobriety. It will clea.1 our heads of all the garbage 
which we have collected in the years of our addiction. It will 
show us humility and bring us in touch with true honesty. 

Beware of half-stepping, by holding onto old images, this 
will held us back from starting a new life. Maybe we did alread;y-i 
� a 5th step but we really didn ' t  get honest and hung on to 
some things. Then we are doN1gA-thrusame· -�hing we -did when we were 
using, first we felt the hurt anct -eii§f ·J'DGored it up with drugs . 
By half stepping we run W@R1f¢.sl-4 �f ?fre����ur old pattern 
and ge_tting high again. 

A lot of ·:times w� QJy foOf?ool' J/8JJ1 :LB ' ffbf.tNor other people, 
but ·1eep down inside we are really af:::-aid of who we are and where 
we cru.10 from. We try to hold onto these images in order to ma¼:e 
people believe that we are something other than ;ourselves. In 

l 
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suppressing our true feelings and ���1tnl\v�t�(tj1ese -�alse images 
it will stop us in getting in touch ,,vj_th true reality. People 
who have held back onto these Mi©RrK;rs l �an<f)�l{)@ Ri�6Y3 after lett:u)g 
go can vie find true serenity

/'\f Once we begj_n and are w1B.Ine; FfbRfoPg�)-1RvIB.b1JjJvQP,J we can 
also begin to forgive other.s and begin to  let go of  all resentments 
in order that we may receive inner peace. 

In order to grow we must remember that we are the most 
important person to ourselves and not wor-r-y about the opinion 
of  other people ... 'I'o be able to  start a .new and true beginning 
in life we must hmnble ourselves and become honest .  

In examining ourselves as honestly as possible and in 
discussing our past with another huraan being as honestly as
possible---it is probably that we have discovered some things 
about ourselves that were�n • t  like. Perhaps we call these things 
character defects, perhap� we call them shortcomings or moral 
blind spots. Whatever we call them, we recognize that they must 
change if y_,e are to grow. And we recognize that we ourselves 
cannot , of  ours el vf£frJ\-:cl\JJ� ·EEem. 

. ' . 

WORK  IN PROG RESS· 

NOT FOR D IS TR lB UTf O N  



STEP SIX: We were entirely ready to have God remove these 
defects of character. 

Let us go back to the First Step for a minute. Remember . that 
we had to .surrender completely to obtain relief. We had to 
admit- we were whipped. This Sixth Step is the same situation. 
We can ' t  do it ourselves--but we know that God as we understand 
Him can do it for us, if we really want Him to. 

Do we really want to . be rid o f  our resentments, our angers, 
our fears? All our resentments? Do we really understand that 
they are a deadly poison in the heart of an addict? 

Lttting go of charact.er defects should be done with love. 
Fear and hate cannot give us new lives. We should approach old 
defects in patience and understanding for they have se�ved us well 
in days past. They have kept us from situations we couln 1 t handle 
before we found the program and a source of p:,wer. In most cases 
we can be grateful that our defects are not more pronounced or of 
a more harmful nature. When we can see how they fit in our lives 
before the program and accept them, · we can let go more completely 
and get on with our new life. 

Many of us cling to our fears and doubts and self-loathing or 
hatred of others because there is a certain distorted security in 
familiar pain. It seems safer to hold onto the old pain than to 
let go of it for the un1"-J1own. 

"'•---m�re, once a.gain, we look to those NA people who have the 
kind of life we want for ourselves. We ask them-�"Did you let 
go?" And here, once again, almost v1ithout exception the answer is, 
11Yes, to the uttermost of my ability. " 

Whei;:t we .are taki.pg step s;i..x it is . important, t.o,,remember that 
we are too human and should not place great expectations on ourse:h.es. 
1.'ie should, however, remember that we are not kidding when we sey 
entirely ready to h_ave all these defects removed. This is a step 
of vrillingness and either we are willing or we are not. That 
is the spiritual principle of Step Six. It is as if to say that · 
we are now willing 
we cannot imagine . 

We wilJ still 

to move along spiritual lines toward a destinat ion 
Being human we will of cours fall short. 

get mad and still feel hurt, especially if 

we are too hungry, angry, lonely, or tired. The sixth step and 



experience show us that this form of self deception only suceeds 
in covering1 our real motives which invariably are that we are 
trying to g�t what we want out of our lives. 
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Willingness is what we sould strive for in Step Six. The 
tools we use to make our willingness keen are prayer and practice. 
How sincerely we will be able to work Step Six will � -8'l be 
proportionate to our desire � change. \'/e � often feel that 
we will never be ready to have all our defects removed, but we 
shou� remember tht the main point is that we 
and � the destination isn ' t  what matters . 
serve God is what we should atrive for. 

are on a journey
1 

Willingness to 

Without defects life is ever sensat�onal and deeply wonderfuL 
We �learn we are growing when we makci'Nnistakes instead of repeati ng 
old ones . Life with defects  may cause pe1�petual frustration, 
relapse or tension . 

We suggest that we de.cide where our priorities lie and that 
we envision life free from the defect s .  That we recognize dur 
defects and surrender to the simple instructions that the program 
offers us. 

All that is required in the Sixth Step is the honest willing
ness to let go of those things about yourself that you have already 

decided you wished to part company with--the fears and doubts of 
that other life. 



STEP SEVEN : Vie humbly asked him to remove our shortcomings. 

Havini� decided we want God, 
us of the useless or destructive 
arrive� at the Seventh Step. 

N .A .  WSC -LC" 
as we understand Him to relieve 
aspects of otW��o!� .Ji�w� ESS:·, 

) 

N O T  FOR D I STR  I B UT I  O N  , 
vie have all spent much of our lives being anything but 

humble. We have been humiliated by many of the things that 
happerui\to us while using drugs--but most of us avoided true 
humility until we took NA ' s  First Step. Then again in the Third 
Step we ask God to direct our will and our lives. 1Bftl Now in the 
Seventh Step we humbly ask Him to remove our shortcomings •. 

The key of this step is an understanding of t�e word humility. . 
Humility is as much a part of staying clean as food and t1,ater 
are to staying alive. As we struggled along in our addiction we 
devoted our energy towards satisfying our material needs. We 
always had to have a sati9faction of our basic desires such as 
presti�c and power. We never thought o'f spiritual growth or 
asking" a Higher Power for direction. Drugs were our _Higher Power. 

We coul&ithandle the trials and tribulations of life all by 
ourselves. It wasn't until we made a real mess of our lives that 
we realized that we couldn' t  do it alone. By admitting that we 
were powerless over our addiction and reachii"\g out for help, we 
achiev�d our first glimpse of humility. 

r'f the defects we have discovered are 1�eal and we have a 
cha'nc� _ to be rid of them1 surely we will experience a sense of 
high adventure at this point. Some will want to get on their 
knees for this step. Some will b.e very quiet or put forth a 
gree-t mental effort .to show intent ·willingness . The word humble 
applies because we approach this power greater than ourselves to 
ask for the most wonderous gift of the program; the freedom to 
live without the limitationEN?A.owoo?Ecways. However, we want 
to handle it, we go all the way. Think of what we hav,1 to lose !  
As soo1 as we feel ours�QgJ-<wi�r�finf,RQGJ§<fS.Sead and ask God to • 
remove. the sho_rtcomilNt)-f FOR D IS T  I When we were in our adJiction ouf s�il.4-Iit9a� and emotional 
growth came to, .a halt. We did not mature and grow like a normal 
person. Now that we are clean there are many situations i·bc 'F w-i 
in our daily lives that are difficu·lt. to understand. By practicirg 
the -virtue of humility and r c:: 2ba11g= a:iit Moe� asking for help we can 



get through even the toughest times. I c«Wi{i)tfj �e t�. Pi-0Eiz�5.SS 
sign of g�vth• NOT  FOR [) ISTR I R l ITI 01\J  We have to realize that people can give us direction and 
that uur way of thinY..ing is not the only way. We must puncture 
that_Etgo and realize we have much work to do. When someone 
points out a shortcoming, our first reaction is one of defensiveness. 
If v.re truly want to grow we will take a good look at what is 
pointed out. We must realize we are not perfect and there are 
things we must change. 

The main objective of Step Seven is to get out of ourselves 
and strive for achieveing the will .of our Higher Power. o·ur 
will didn ' t  work. 

Vie have taken all of the hurt that we have felt and the hurt 

we have caused others and made it into a ball and threw it away. 
We have noticed that humility plays a big part in this 

progrt'11 and our new way of life. We take our -inventory, we we 
becom1 ready to let God remove ?..EE. defects of character, we 
humbp ask Him to remove � shortcomings. Not ttB other guy 1 s 
bu�own. This is our road to spiritual growth, to humbly and 
gradually change our own character, day by day. To gradually, 
carefully and simply pull ourselves out of the isolation and 
l.OnEll\ness of hopefiJ�,i. ft�ft into this mainstream of useful 
fellowship. This comes not from wishing, but from action and 
prayer • .. � • -

WORK IN PROGRESS 

Nor FOR D ISTR IB UTI ON 



The Eighth Step i s  not easy; it demalff?A� w�e.?t_� of 

honesty about our relations with other,J>ecmle. We had to feel 
WOKK fN PROGRESS 

better interin�lly before we could even bear to .think about 

whom we had harmed .  how we had harme�
O

the/Oa�d �J§J.JiJBJiliilON 
harm we had caused.  One of our difficulties in our addiction 

was the way we perceived ourselves. 

Once again, we admit where we were at fault regardless of 

what the other person did to arouse our hostility--we admit that 

we hurt them. directly or indirectly, tfurough some action, some lie .  

some broken promise, neglect or whatever it was. 

It will not make me a better person to judge the faults of 

another. 'rhe thing that will make me a better person is to 

clean up mu own messes--rel_ieve muself of m , .ywown guilt. The 

eighth step is a mighty stride away from a life dominated by guilt 

and remorse. 

We need some real honesty before we can make an accurate list. 

In preparing to make the Eighth Step list it is helpful to define 

harm. · one definition of harm is physical or mental damage. 

Ano1:her definition is inflicting pain, suffering . or loss. 

�he damage may be caused by something that is said or done and 

the harm resulting from these words or actions may be either 

intentional or unintentional on the pa..r:t of the person who i s  
N .A .  WSC -LC 

inflicting the harm. The degrees of harm can run from making some-

one feel mentally uncomfortable t��nf}�icl�ng ��aqf q_§�ry or 

even death. NOT FOR D ISTR IB U TI ON  

.............,_ 

. I 



N .A . WSC -LC 
We make our list t or take it fro

tR/dW'K
Foffith f'r{tYG � sdd 

to it amyone we can think of and them we face that list hone��ly 
r, NOT FOR D !STR I B UTI  0 1\J 

and openly and examine our hearts. Are we willing to make amends? 

In many cases we cannot do it, it is not possible nor practical 

in some instances. We may not know who it was we wronged in 

some cases. In other instances we might run the risk of invol

ving a third person, some companion or our days of drug abuse 

who does not wish to be exposed. We do not have the right nor 

do we need for any moral reason to endanger that person. 

Just about anyobe that comes into contact with .an active 

addict risks being harmed , Many members mention their parents, 

spouses and children. Boyfriends, girlfriends, other addicts, 

casual aquaintenences, co-workers, employers , teachers, landlords, 

and total strangers. 

A problem many of us seem to have with the Eighth Step and 

the admission of the harm we did is the belief we were victems, 

not victemizers, in our addiction. Avoiding this rationaliz. iat::hon i 

is crucial to the Eighth Step. 

We had to think of dissassociating what had been done to me 

and what I had done. We were forced to cut away all our jus

tifications and all this idea of being a victem. 

The final difficulty in working the Eighth Step is separat

ing it from the Ninth Step. Projecting about the Ninth Step 

can be a maj or obstacle both in making the list and in becoming 

willing. We do not even think about makNr:i-l\ .t1W��es , but just 

concentrate on exactly what the 

a list and to become willing. 

EigWC�Rep, Nay
l=> ��l"G�tss 

to 

NOT FOR D ISTR I BUTI O N  

make 



"We try· and do this step. as if there was no Ninth Step. " 

The Eighth Step is actually an action step. And like all the action 

steps it  off4rs immediate benefits. '"fhe main thing this step 

does for us is to build awareness thai, little by little, we are 
N A .  WSf'.-LC 

gaining new attitudes abour ourse'.Lves ancf how we deal with other 

people. WORK I N  PROGRESS 

NOf fOR- D fSTR I B IJT I  ON 



N A - - . .  · · Wsc----
sTEP NINE: We made direct amends to ¥KOR R8ofhe wher-/vcr 

possible, except when to do so would in�!1"1'l� them or otltefirm.G 
� 

�, �R v R�s 
""'-w 

• ,.... I,.., ·,-
We want to get rid of our fear but we neither need hdr� w±91j ,1 

to do so at the price of causing suffering to anyone else. It· 
is v�ry important that we take guidance from our sponsors or 
spiritual advinors in this matter. A very good approach, though 
certainly not the only approach to this task, is to take our list 
to our sponsor and let him or her help us set up a schedule or 
plan of amends. 

We recommend turning over our legal problems to lawyers 
expecially those who have actually helped someone in the program. 
Professional help is available to help us with our- financial 
and medical problems. Part of learning to live is not to take on 
problems and responsibilities that we are ill equipted to handle. 
In some cases vie need to repay a sum of money or replace some 
object of value. This may be beyound our means. If it is, we 
can 01ly proceed with di:rection. 

TLning is an essential part of this step. We should make 
amends when the opportunity presents itself, as long as to do so 
will not cause 1.rnre harm than good. VJhen it gets to the point 
that we cannot hold the hurt in any longer,amends will be made. 

In some old relationships a unresolved conflict exists. 
We enter the old conflict and resolve it by our cu110nds and 
thereby get out of any future antagonisms and ongoing resentments. 
Th·ese-- are the old tapes that would keep playing back as long as 
we lived. By making amends we created a lasting change in our 
lives. We also behold the mysterious fact that instead of feeling 
knocked down and drained of energy, we feel relieved and sort of 
excited. 

This step puts positive direction in �our lives. All the 
years of using put a negative attitude in others obout us. It 
helps us with our guilt and others with their anger. 

In ma y instances we will need to go somewhere, humbly to 
ask forgi vene.ss for some old wrong. Sometimes , this will turn out 
to be a joyous occasion when some old friend or relative proves 
very willing to let bygones be bygones and wel�om�§ _ _£s back �o 
the land of the living. However, some iN�1e W&CdoC so willing 
to _ let go of their bitterness, as '\<\f (5f{Je ome �™�'j;_o let go 
of ours. We must not fall into remorse over this Yd"i-��nave 

NO.T FOR D I S TR I R I  IT!  n N  
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. .. 

f}t�1'. �t�'c9, 
made amends as best we could WORL(  J N  PROGRESS • -� n . !'1 p I <  (j L. r < ,. " 

Therer:are some things we can make direct amends for, ·some- ') "' �J'm T ,,.. ,.. .. �- l.:-_-':_J !: ' 'T I O "t 
we can only make partial amends for, anti' some � c�!:FTREffrU Tl O N  
direct amends for at all. Sometimes ri1aking amends would make 
someope awa�e of something they knew nothing about, causing 
unnecessary hurt, pain or anger. 

We can make amends by our actions. They don ' t  always have 
to be verbal. Staying clean is also an amend because we are no 
longer part of the problem, now we ' re part of recovery. 

It is not in our power to go into the past and undo that 
whic+as been done. We can offer our amends, If they are acceptai , 
so much the better. If they are not, we have done what we could 
for ourselves. If the incident disturbs us, we get to our sponsors 
or to a meeting and share the experience. It is advisable to pray 
for those who are unable to forgive. 

When it came to making amends for all the things we did 
there was a lot found. We had to keep our amends in general. 
In the progress of our recovery we lill be restored to sanity 
and part of sanity is effectively relating to others. · We will 
less often view people as a threat to our security. Real security 
in our 0ut and in our cleanliness will replace the physical ache 
and Itiental confusion. We will want to address ourselves to 
these people with love and patience. Fear of relapse will make 
man!. ..53._f our most sincere well-wishers reluctant to accefti.Jl our 
cleanliness as real. We must remember the pain they have known. 
In time many seeming miracles will occur. Many of us separated 
from their children succeed in reestablished deep emot1 .onal bonds. 
Estranged wives or husbands may be dangerous to our recovery if 
they fit the category of old playmates. They will need to get 
us loaded to justify their sickness. If the relationship is real, 
it will survive. Reacceptance into the family of our birth is 
eventual for most. Clean and so - er speaks for itself. Patience 
is the great method of the program. The unconditional love we 
experience as n.embers will rejuvenate our will to live and each 
positive move on .our p.art will be matched by an unexpected opport-
unity. N .A: wsc:Lc 

The benefit of this step is to be r,bl,e to face people we 
have known with a clear consciounce. ��OJi�ot�irlgRG.6 RlH,�ting 
c,ur·fault we work a miracle. 

r · o --- I f"OP r· , .  ·r r • - · · - , '!'\! 
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STEP TEN : We continued to take persc@j-1 i�to"ty ,�and 

when we were wrong promptly admitted it. ,,(:'-_ /"1,, �C' � � A � 
Are we doing our best? Are we staying honest<-9

-0
ArfO�e 

still growing or are we slipping back into the old r�1 �esent 
ment&? It is the purpose of the Tenth Step to answer tt?E&� � 
similar questions. Those defects of character wh ch we fo�1/ 
in the Fourth Step are deeply ingrained in our being. 

Continueing to take personal inventory means that we form 
a habit of looking at our selves, our attitudes, our actions, and 
our relationships on a regular basis. We try to come _up with 
honest evaluations and to put out more or less energy in certain 
areas we are concerned with. It ' s  very important to keep sharing 
with other people so that when you come up with a rationalization 
for seeing positive in a negative behavior vie can be told about 
it, \\lk-0:H ·wo""e'aji'l�,t.....w*tt •e-m:it@l.V,Q.&; Especially in times 
of stress, hunger, loneliness and weariness, we are vulnerable to 
the old ways of thinking and reacting. 

We need to deal with ourselves instead of taJr...ing others invent -
ories. This step keeps us growing and changing. It is easy 
after dealing with bur past to become complac.nt. We need to 
keep looking at ourselves all the time, looking for old forms 
of behavior.. -, _ _  _ 

This highlights the preventative part of the Tenth Step. 
Yo1.1. ask yourJ:;elf as you go through the day, "Am _ I being sucked 
in by some old pattern of fear or resentment? Am I too tireJ? 
Too hungry? Is my thinking getting cloudy? It ' s  sort of a 
vaccination against insanity Qn a continuing basis. 

We have discussed the preventative side of the Tenth Step. 
The more we use it,  the less we will need the corrective side. 
Sometimes we. are going to revert a little and we are going to do 
things we disapprove of. When this happens the Tenth Step is 
there to keep us from slipping back into the shadow land of guilt . 
We examine ourselves on a daily basis. Did we C(lUse someone 
harm? Do we rieed to make an amend? If we N.�� wW$cO:,,q_{!are of 
it as soon as possible. When these tWris are left undone they 
have a way of festering like an infectio'rl� Kw�1 �et P&Ochl_? �§nsor 
and we learn and grow. NOT  FOR D ISTR ff?  I JT I  ON 

� _Many o f  these things which, in the beginning, seem so diffi
cult, prove to be our greatest sources of growth and strength. We 
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WORK IN PROGRESS 
do not do these things because we are �fuiFtic. We do not 

' apologize to the one we harmed out of any greJ? Rcorrp��Jfoh
0 MJI () l\J 

natural inc
°
lination to  be kin�. We do it first and foremost becaw e 

it is the only way we know for addicts to change our basic 
characters and for us , change or die . ;  At first we 11act as if" 
we believe in this new life. We are tolerant of others because 
resentment or impatience could kill us. As time passes we grow 
spiritually, so that our old ways of selfishness and fear may 
gradually be replaced with feN.AshW,S.c:i-J-G.ove. 

WORK IN PROGRESS 

NOT FOR D ISTR 18 UTI ON 



STEP ELEVEN: We sought through prayer and meditation to 
:L:':mprove our conscious contact Vii th God, as W<N��ew�rt_t¥-m, 
praying only for knowledge of His will: .for us, and the power to 
carry that�ut . WORK IN PROGRESS 

NOT FOR D ISTRJBIIJI ON When we first come into this program we are protecte a1'i. 
guided by a power grGater than ourselves . This we have set in 
motion by surrendering a plea for help. The purpose of the 
Eleventh Step is to increase our awareness of that power and the 
ability to use it as a source of strength in our new lives. 

Now we've boen clean and sober for awhile we · try and work 
the Steps of NA to the best of our ability and we begin noti�ing 
changes i� ourselves . Many of us really begin to appreciate this 
fact when we get into the Eleventh Step. For in the Eleventh Step 
the good life we 1 ve been practicing suddenly begins to come alive. 
We find ourselves praying because it feels good and brings us 
peace and confidence. It helps u5 to live a life of love and stay 
away from that old life of fear and distrust .  As we seek our 
God, our personal, private contact with God opens like a flower 
in the sun. .We begin to see that God's love was there all the 
time, waiting for us to accept it.  Life finally begins to get 
sweet and good ev.en tr.ough we still face human pain. 

Clean living is possible when we rely in a higher power on 
a daily basis to provide us spiritual progress. The 1 2-steps 
of NA are a progressive recovery process establishing in us normal 
livihg;·. the normal life of reliance in our higher power. 

Iothe Third Step we tried to  turn our will and our life ovei .. 
to God. We renew this effort daily in the Eleventh Step. 

Most of us reb�� against this in the beginning. The old 
fears cry out, 1 1My will be done. 1 1  The first time we hear someone 
say, 11Let go and let God, 11 it sounds idiotic . "No! 1 1 ,  we say, "if 
I let go I'll disappear or get taken advantage of. 11 • What 
happens instead is tht the more we improve our conscious contact 
with God via prayer and meditation, the more often we pause when 
doubtf�l and So.J, "God, I don't know what to do. Please teach me." 

It's a fact .  When we finally get our own selfish motives 
out of the way, we begin to find· a , ,peac�T.o.tcha.b.J..e_j;o a drc-Hg 
induaed high. We begin to experience an aware\\'�-� an empathy 
with other people . WORK IN PROG RESS 

NOT FOR D ISTR I B Ufl nM  



& Ira!? k-1., , 
A person who has realized their pm@,-1esst{;;s911anf��'--�he 

vision thrjtP has for th·em
1 
will see why we if'�,? on:fy � 8i�v

l:edge of his will for us a:id the power to  carry � 
1

out. 0<91
� _ 

deepest longings and recurring �mages of the kind o'-t?;�Jrsoii�
iS

' 
VJ .e 1 d_like to  be are only glimpses of God ' s  will for us_,�le:i�7

r 
-h:,('l\l ('('()W • 'A1 perceptions are so limited we can ' t  see to  'Y 

and when we place ourselves in the care of our ultimate authority, 
a loving God, it is our own real dreams tra t come true. 

Its easy to slip back into our old ways. We have to learn 

2 

to maintain our new lives on a spiritually sound basis to  insure 01 r 
continued growth and recovery. God Vlill _ .not force His goodness 
on us but we will receive it if we ask. This is no·ycruelty. 
Enforced morality lacks the force that comes from our own choice. 

The Eleventh Step helps us in the face of a problem to be 
aware ·of God. The underlying principle of this: step is God 

_, 
consciousness. We try to· avoid asking for specific thj_ngs. 
I t ' s  hard because we're so sure that we know what 'sfight for us. 
We now know if we pray to  do God ' s  will, we will receive what 's  
best for us. 

When we pray a remarkable thing happens ; we find the�' tl'.e 
ways and energies to perform tasks far beyond our capabilities. 
By t_he apparent surrender of our own power, we gain a far mightier 
power that will 8ee us through every conceivable trial or 
trouble so long as we keep faith and renew it through daily prayer • . .. � -�. 

O'ur efforts have produced in us many times, a feeling of peace 
t-k. lr..noW $h,a:L G.n and serenity that we have never known before. 

doing God 's  will' .our lives will be fulfill�o R K I N  PROGRESS 

NOT FOR D fSTR fB UT!  ON . .___ 



4-B-12 1 Having had a spiritual awakening as a result of those 

step�, we tried to carry this message to addicts and to practice 

these principles in all our affairs. 

� idea of a spiritual awakening takes many different forms 

in the many different personalities we find in N. A. 'l1his awaken

ing does have some things in common throughout the fellowship. 

Life takes on a new meaning, a new joy, and a quality of being 

and feeling worthwhile. 

� become spiritually refreshed and are glad to be alive. 

LQ3- suffering has cleaned us of some of our illusions. In our 

time we have been guided to a new life and place in the world 

and in our hearts . IRiRiixlii�x*iffiHi�tiiix�mxwaxkxf§XxaxxNaNgHx 

This great step is to be proceeded by the working of Steps One 

through Eleven. There are those of us who tried to work and stay 

clean off Step 12 without the benifi t of ;iHt;{l£i:s!x�ii!1ilMflxn:e 

lliXRJ!.S awakening as a result of those steps:• and they are now dead . 

• :;'h.e ones who continue to "Practice these principles in all 

their affairs, " tell us that this is the most wonderful thing 

one can know. 'L'he journey and the journeys end. A feeling of 

gratitude . (\}' A' 1i'I' 
--

. · vvSC-[C" 
Usually ' by the time we achieve t,WOR1<at

fN of 
P
�o�' no one 

has to tell us to share our new li;fe with the still su�FAAng 
NO T FOR f) ,� addict ; we are more than eager to help that p�r�oXRt/RW-dtO� 

this ½ime we recognize that helping others--giving away that 



4-B-12 
p2 

which has been given to us--is our best possible insurance 

against a slip or relapse to the vague , tortuJ\B.9\ _exmC:[C of a 

practicing¾rug addict. We call it "CarwewK
the message If and we 

IN PROG RESS do it in any number of ways . 
NOT FOR n t  Th-e first way in which we carry the message 1s �ySalti}fHdTiONn 

with the help of God and the N . A .  program , Our new way of living 

speaks for i·tself better than our words ever could . People see us 

on the street and remember us as furtive, frightened loners , Then, 

they notic·e the grayness and fear leaving our faces . They- see us 

gradually come alive . A spring comes into our step and a twinkle 

into our eyes . The message is meaningless unless we live it . If 

we do it, we give it more meaning with our live s  than any words 

can . 

Learning the art of helping others when it is appropriate 

withou·t creating resentments Exx�xxx�iNgx±kaxaiiiEi is a marvelous 

benefit of the N . A .  program . 

Remarkably , our 12-Steps guide us from a state of humiliation 

and despair to a state wherein we are able to act as instruments 

of . .9.g_d • s will . We receive the gift of being able to help fellow 

suffering addicts when no one else can . No greater change of · 

personality is possible ; it is God ' s  love present in our lives . 

We see it happening among us everyday . This miraculous ·�-�Q0d�K,rees 

ehange is evidence of spiritual awakening, -N-.,. -----
.A I WSC-LC 

We attend the N . A .  meetings and make oursely� s visible and 
. WUR K  IN PRoa�E�§ 

available to serve the fellowship . We give freely and graie1ul1� 

of ou� time , services and our experience i��Jrvfc� �o cil$T:itlfibl.v1f.(J N  
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We do not shirk when called upon to practice these principles , 
� N .Ad W�r'.r "" because we know that the more eagerly we wa e i��rtdVWork to stay 

clean, the higher we ' re going to ge\X.Ofl.l<otWr ,Pcft-ij� R-�Sricher 

will -be our spiritual awakening. N O T FOR D ISTR I B UTI ON  
Helping others works. N o  one is putting on N . A .  We d o  these 

-chings because they are the things that grant the new lives we 

are enj oying . 

In the 12th Step we practice the spiritual principle of 

giving away the N . A .  message of recovery in order ·to keep it .  

'l'his is like reaping what we sow. An addict by trying to  sow 

cleanliness in others may by God 's  grace reap cleanliness. The 

old habit of using drugs is replaced by the new habit of not 

using and helping others to get clean. Even a member with one 

week in the N . A .  Fellowship can turn to a newcomer and say ,  "Easy 

does . ..... .. 1 \, .  

As we climb into an automobile t o  help someone, we may say ,  

"Lord make me an instrument of 'l'hy will . " We don ' t  do · it alone. 

An� �s in all els e ,  we don' t have to do  it  alone. It is j ust a 

matter of getting another N . A .  member to go w&th,1.us.i. oni,,th� :12.�. , 

Step call to carry the message to a suffering addict . . We don ' t  

set ourselves up as God .  That is  way it is spiritual. We get. 

be  a vehicle of God ' s grace in action . It 's  a privilege and an 

honor to go on such a call . The privilege of wanting to serve 

an N . A .  group is given to only a few . Those of us who do service 
....... .... .,, 

work are the J_uckiest people on God ' s  earth N�. wWS�·bC been in 

the pits of despair ,  now strive to 

new and better way to live. 

helIWOR'ff 1:jt,pplpR�®ecs� 

NOT FOR D I SiR 1 8  Uf l  O N  
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� 'Po �4 
asked to help newcomers �ther�hJ,;} •a�t1,etox-

beginning to learn the princf�s of l;t)� . -� do 

When we are 

' f  . ,�� t 1 ying or JUS 

{) 0 wha� we can to make them aware of what the progra�yfe��d try 
/,) /. , <-si 

to make them feel at home. Experience shows the best '/;ti; toS 
l'; 

accomplish these ends is to listen carefully to what they �t 

to do about their problem; share our experience, strength and 

hope; and accompany them to their first meetings. 

The selfless-service that comes from this work is the very 

principle EXaN«iN� of Step 12. It is clearly an awareness of  

G od ' s  grace working that provides so  much of what the addict 

out there needs. Just as the grace of a loving God who we had 

turned our backs on was given to us, now we have the opportunity 

to extend that hand to others. One 12-Step call of  this nature can 

make a life worthwhile. And there are plenty of  such calls for 

those of us in N. A .  

We have been blessed with the opportunity to carry the message 

to a palce where there was very little hope--the addict who still 

sut'f .e.rs. 

'I'he 12th Step also suggests that we practice these principles 

in all of our affairs. As long as we stay clean and live these 

principles, we are doing 12-Step work. We are actually attracting 

people to us and the N , A. program by our example of cleanliness. 

We no longer wish to participate in the problerf�-A�e wsb�r:,re 
G od .  Humbly in this manner of  service do  we ,r,�w, O1+:r, VO:tf to  vv v � rx, l:l"t t' R QG � [ � � 
turn qur will and lives over t o  the care of1 Qg_d. Even if we have · 
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no such understanding , we will acquire it through seeing o �Ffe'tsU T/ O 1� 

and ourselves recover . Fellow addicts show that G od is loving 

and we will know more of  a life free of  drugs than we ever dreamed 

p ossible. The steps do not end here. They are j ust a new beginning. 


